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Hon. Thomas R. Marshall,

City.

Dear Governor:-

I this day am in receipt of a letter from Dr. G. Macke

of Leipsig, Ga., in which he states in part the following.

"We have been trying to establish a law similiar to the

one in Indiana, relative to the "Sterlization of Defectives", as

yet we have not met with success. I have recently learned to my

regret that there is proposed a change in the Indiana Law, this

is indeed very unfortunate, for it is evidently an advance step

in the right direction.

I take the liberty of communicating this portion of

the doctor' s letter to "bear out my statement in conversation with

you a few days since, that if the law should "be declared uncon-

stitutional, it would be hailed as a clamity, not only in this

but in European countries.

I am firmly of the opinion that no-one operated upon

would institute action for damages, upon his own initative for

after close post-operative observation of over four hundred cases, I

am in a position to know positively that there has been no damage done

So I appeal to you again to discourage, rather than encourage any

legal action, and to pursue the course that I suggest, which is to

let the law remain in operative, until such time that a law may be

enacted, which you consider constitutional*
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You surely can plainly see that my interest in this

matter is in no way a selfish one, but simply one of public concern.

I herewith enclose a phamplet briefly out-lining my opinion

on the subject, and I hope that you will take time to read care-

fully.

After my talk with you the other day, I had a conversation

with Judge Roby, who again states that he belives the law consti-

tutional, as it is not for the purpose of afflicting additional

punishment, but purely a medical measure, as the operation is

performed for the purpose of producing mental and physical

improvement, as well as presenting procreation.

Yours truly,


